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ARITHMETIC
6.	Examine  another  important  situation
involved in such a problem as this:   A pack-
ing industry finds that an animal that cost
them   (all  expenses   included)   $54  brings
them a net price of $72.   They find another
animal that cost them $28 brings them a
net price of $42.   They must know which is
the better investment   The solution may be
thus expressed:
(a)	Cost-?54
S. P.=$72
G.=?72—$54=$18
Part of investment gained^ =J.
Gain %=33&
(b)	G-ain=$42—$28=$14
Part of cost gained= i*=J.    Gain %=50.
In all such problems the point is "What
part one number is of another." The gain
is what part of the cost ? Express that part
in hundredths, or per cent.
7.	Another situation presents this kind of
problem.   A man gave 3% of his salary to
the Red Cross.    He subscribed $55.50 last
year.   What was his salary?
$55.50=.03xSalary
$55.50
?1850
.03
Salary=
Note that $55.50 was found by multiply-
ing his salary by .03. We have given the
product and one of the factors (.03) to find
the other factor (salary). We divide the
product by the factor we know.
8. Note that good clear expression of the
problem helps much in the solution. By
this means the number relation is kept clear
to the eye.
This problem contains a new element: A
fanner increased his corn acreage 32% this
year, and his corn, fields contain 10,560 acres
now; how many acres had he in corn last
year? The student must see that 10,560
A.=1.00 of old field+.32 of old field. 10,560
A.=1.32Xold field, Number of acres in
old field-=
=8000.
10560.00
1.32
 (a)	See 10,560 acres as the old field-f 32%
of it.
 (b)	See 10,560 as the product; 1.32 as the
factor you know.
(e) Find the missing factor by dividing
the product of the factor you know.
9. Aliquot parts. A keen appreciation of
the three expressions for the same fractional
part is a help to rapid and correct calcula-
tion, as follows:
 ARITHMETIC
COMMON
FRACTION
PER
CENT
1%
10%
12 i%
25%
20%
163%
DECIMAL
FRACTION
.01
.10
.12*
.25
.20
-16§
• 06*
.143
.33J
.37J
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SQUARED PAPER SHOWING FRACTIONAL.
PARTS
Write out 10 other fractional parts in the
same way,
10. (a) Squared paper (see drawing) is a
help in showing the parts as common frac-
tions and as per cent.
(b) Pennies are helpful in seeing the rela-
tions between parts.    Have 100 pennies at
hand and they will clear away many dif-
ficulties, for example,
10 pennies=l dime	60 pennies=<J dimes
11. Interest, This is a vital topic in this
year. There are many interest methods.
(a) The most direct method gives tha solu-
tion as follows :
Problem — What is the interest on $900 at
6% for 2 yrs. 8 mo. 20 d.f
Int.=.16iX$900
Ixxt=$147,00
(b) The 6% method gives this solution.
Int. for 2 yr=2X.06X$900=.12x$900
Int. for 8, mo.=8X.005X$9QO=,04X$900
Tnt. for 20 da.=20X.OOOiX$900=.OOiX$900
Int.=.16iX900=$H7

